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Eclair Appoints Anno Storbeck Head of Production for
its New Dubbing Studios in Central Berlin
Berlin (Germany), Paris (France) - 16 October 2018/ Eclair, a leader in content services for the
motion picture and television industries (Ymagis Group – ISIN: FR0011471291, MAGIS, PEA-PME,
TECH 40), today announced the appointment of Anno Storbeck as Head of Production for Eclair
Studios, the new state-of-the-art dubbing and ADR studios in Central Berlin. He will be responsible
for the artistic and commercial production management of all dubbing and ADR productions for film
distributors, producers, rights holders and content service crossover sales. Based in Berlin,
Storbeck reports directly to Eclair Country Manager Michael Krauth.
With close to 30 years’ experience, Anno Storbeck began his career in dubbing in 1990 as a
booking manager. He has since worked for some of the most prestigious dubbing companies in
Germany, including most recently FFS / Film- & Fernseh-Synchron GmbH, and overseen projects
for major studios and independent distributors. His work ranges from blockbusters and arthouse
films for cinema & television and VOD projects, such as “I Love Dick” (Amazon), “King Arthur”
(Warner), “Big Little Lies” (Sky Deutschland), “Geostorm” (Warner), “Victoria & Abdul” (UPI), “The
Greatest Showman” (Fox) and “The Post” (UPI), to audio series for Universal Music Group.
For Pascal Mogavero, SVP Eclair, “I hold Anno in the highest esteem as we are not only united by
our passion for film dubbing, but also by our mutual respect for filmmaking as a whole. He is a
visionary with a fervor for the business. We know he’ll be an inspiration to the team while finding new
ways to meet customer and market needs. We look forward to increasing the business momentum for
our dubbing & ADR activities and portfolio of content services across Germany through our local and
renowned business unit, Christa Kistner Synchronproduktion."
“I am thrilled to join the energetic and talented teams at Eclair Studios and Christa Kistner
Synchronproduktion GmbH,” says Anno Storbeck, Head of Production. “The trust placed in me to
manage Eclair’s sound postproduction activities, which include delivering first-class narration and
dubbing recordings, subtitling, and mix downs, and topnotch studio facilities in Berlin is a great
incentive to ensure German and international filmmakers alike fully benefit from the wide-ranging
services and technical know-how Eclair Studios has to offer.”
Housed in the historic Gebauer Höfe on the banks of the Spree River in Berlin's Charlottenburg
district, Eclair Studios boast a Dolby Atmos and Atmos Home Mixing Stage in addition to state-ofthe-art recording studios. In conjunction with Eclair’s extensive creative and distribution resources
in Berlin and Karlsruhe as well as the international Eclair branches, the Eclair Studio environment
offers its German and international customers an all-encompassing portfolio of MPAA-compliant
content services: project management, image and sound editing, color correction, dubbing,
voiceovers, subtitles, audio description, ADR, content and archival content management.
ABOUT ECLAIR - YMAGIS GROUP
Founded in 1907 in the early days of cinema, Eclair is a historic, innovative and respected company in the
motion picture and television industries. Eclair is the Ymagis Group’s business unit dedicated to content
services, a leader in advanced digital technology services for the cinema industry. Through CinemaNext
and Eclair, the Group provides smart and comprehensive solutions to movie exhibitors, distributors (feature
films & event cinema), producers, rights holders, cinema/TV advertising networks, broadcasters, OTT
channels and video publishers. Over the years, Ymagis Group has significantly grown its portfolio of
solutions & services and further developed its geographic footprint with permanent offices in 26 countries.
The company’s core business is structured around three main units: CinemaNext (exhibitor services: sales
and field services, software solutions, customer service/NOC and consulting), Eclair (content services:
post-production, theatrical delivery, digital distribution, versioning and accessibility, restoration and
preservation) and VPF (financial services). A publicly-traded company listed on Euronext, Ymagis Group is
headquartered in Paris (France) and counts close to 770 employees. For more information, please connect
to http://www.ymagis.com https://www.cinemanext.com or https://www.eclair.digital
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